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Swedbank
Low-risk, cost efficient, stable earnings and well capitalised
Large and diversified customer base

Low risk

Leading retail bank in our 4 home markets

Credit impairment ratio

7m PRIVATE CUSTOMERS

0.03%

Focus on Mid-corp and SME segments

Market-leading cost efficiency

18% corporate lending market share in Sweden

Cost income ratio

600k CORPORATE CLIENTS

39%

Stable profitability

Solid capitalisation

Return on equity target of at least 15%

280bps buffer to regulatory requirement

15.4%

24.8%
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A market leading, full service bank in our home markets
Loans (private)*

17%

23%

SWEDEN

Loans (corporate)*

20%

21%

79%

83%

37%
54%

63%

18%

31%
69%

55%

45%

20%

80%

41%

44%
56%

68%

82%

80%

42%
58%

59%

16%

32%

18%

50%

50%

49%

51%

42%
58%

84%

23%

34%

LITHUANIA

Funds

64%

ESTONIA

LATVIA

Payments**

36%
77%

46%

Deposits (private) Deposits (corporate)

37%

40%
60%

66%
82%

63%
77%

© Swedbank
* Excluding the Swedish National Debt Office and repurchase agreements ** BankGiro for Sweden, domestic payment transactions (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania)
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Our wanted position describes the bank we want to be
and sets our development agenda

We are the leading
bank for the many
households and
businesses in our
home markets
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We have
satisfied and
loyal customers
who trust us

We run a
profitable and
sustainable
bank

Setting the pace for our transformation and innovation
Evolving external environment
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Customer
behaviour

New
competitors

Uncertainties
in the macro
environment

New
regulations
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The Swedish economy underpins the housing market
• Signs of housing price stabilisation in the first quarter of 2018
• New amortization requirement had limited impact
• Strong economy and household fundamentals support the housing market

Construction lags population growth
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Solid labour market

Strong household balance sheets
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We have always been innovating
The format is evolving

INTERNAL
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WITH OTHER BANKS

WITH FINTECHS

OPEN BANKING
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Our 2018 and 2019 priorities will further increase
customer satisfaction, revenue and cost efficiency
1

3

5

7
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Offers based on
customer data

Channel
transformation

Digital lending
process

Leverage corporate
customer base

Leverage
automation
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Improve digital
experience

Digital payment
and commerce
solutions

Improved
pension offer

Distribution in 3rd
party channels
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Swedbank
Solid financial results, delivering on our transformation agenda

1
Solid income and capital
generation where RoE
target of 15% remains
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3
Market leading
cost efficiency

Improve customer
value and revenues
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Swedbank
Low-risk, cost efficient, stable earnings and well capitalised
USD and SEK denominated shares

Low risk

SWDBY: Sponsored ADR program

Credit impairment ratio

ADRs and Ordinary shares

0.03%

Stable profitability

Market-leading cost efficiency

Return on equity target of at least 15%

Cost income ratio

15.4%

39%

Consistent payout ratio

Solid capitalisation

6 years in a row

280bps buffer to regulatory requirement

75% Dividend policy

24.8%
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Disclaimer
By attending the meeting where this presentation is made, you agree to be bound by the following limitations.
The information contained in this document has not been independently verified and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or
opinions contained herein. The information set out herein may be subject to updating, revision, verification and amendment and such information may change materially. Neither Swedbank AB (publ) nor any of its affiliates including Swedbank Mortgage AB (publ)
(jointly referred to as “Swedbank”) are under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this document or in the presentation to which it relates and any opinions expressed in them is subject to change without notice. Neither Swedbank nor
any of its advisers or representatives shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents, or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.
This document does not constitute an offering circular in whole or part. This document is presented solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments and should not be
treated as giving investment advice. It has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient. Any offering of securities would be made by means of a base prospectus that may be obtained from the relevant dealers
and any decision to invest in any securities of Swedbank should only be made pursuant to such base prospectus.
This presentation and its contents are confidential and proprietary to Swedbank and no part of it or its subject matter may be reproduced, redistributed, passed on, or the contents otherwise divulged, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published in whole or in
part for any purpose without the prior consent of Swedbank. If this presentation has been received in error then it must be returned immediately. The recipients of this presentation should not base any behaviour in relation to qualifying investments or relevant products
which would amount to market abuse on the information in this presentation until after the information has been made generally available. Nor should the recipient use the information in this presentation in any way which would constitute “market abuse”.
Any securities that may be issued may not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”), as amended, under applicable state securities laws, or under the law of any other jurisdiction. Such securities would only be offered (i) in offshore
transactions to non-U.S. person in reliance upon Regulation S under the Securities Act and (ii) to qualified institutional buyers in reliance upon Rule 144A under the Securities Act. Any offering of such securities to be made in the United States would be made by
means of a base prospectus that may be obtained from the relevant dealers. Such base prospectus would be expected to contain, or incorporate by reference, detailed information about Swedbank and its business and financial results.
Under no circumstances shall the information presented herein constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy nor shall there be any sale of the securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or
qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Any such offer would be made only after a prospective participant had completed its own independent investigation of the relevant transaction, and received all information it required to make its own investment
decision, including, where applicable, a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memorandum describing such security or instrument. That information would supersede this material and contain information not contained herein and to
which prospective participants are referred. We have no obligation to tell you when information herein is stale or may change, nor are we obligated to provide updated information.
Swedbank is not responsible for the lawfulness of the acquisition of any securities by a prospective purchaser with regard to any law, regulation or policy applicable to it. A prospective investor may not rely on Swedbank when making determinations in relation to these
matters. By accepting this document you acknowledge that (a) Swedbank is not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on Swedbank for) legal, tax or accounting advise, (b) there may be legal, tax or accounting risks associated with the securities in this
document, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice, and (d) you should appraise senior management in your organisation as to such legal, tax and accounting advice (and risks associated with the securities) and this
disclaimer to these matters.
This presentation includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements”. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “expects”,
“aims”, “continues”, “intends”, “may”, “plans”, “considers”, “projects”, “should” or “will”, or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology, or by discussions of strategy, plans, objectives, goals, future events or intentions. These forwardlooking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They appear in a number of places and include, but are not limited to, statements regarding Swedbank’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, amongst other things, results of
operations, financial positions, prospects, growth, strategies and expectations of the banking industry and Swedish mortgage market.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty, because they relate to future events and circumstances. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and the actual results, performance, achievements or industry
results of Swedbank’s operations, results of operations, financial position and the development of the markets and the industry in which they operate or are likely to operate and their respective operations may differ materially from those described in, or suggested by,
the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. In addition, even if the operations, results of operations, financial position and the development of the markets and the industry in which Swedbank operates are consistent with the forward-looking
statements contained in this document, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods. A number of factors could cause results and developments to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statements including, without limitation, general economic and business conditions, industry trends, competition, prices in the residential mortgage industry, changes in regulation, currency fluctuations.
Forward-looking statements may, and often do, differ materially from actual results. Any forward-looking statements in this document reflect Swedbank’s current view with respect to future events and are subject to risks relating to future events and other risks,
uncertainties and assumptions relating to Swedbank’s financial position, prospects, operations, results of operations, growth, strategy and expectations of the residential mortgage industry. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made.
New factors will emerge in the future, and it is not possible for Swedbank to predict which factors they will be. In addition, Swedbank cannot assess the impact of each factor on its business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual
results to differ materially from those described in any forward-looking statements.
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